Abstract: Although giant congenital melanocytic nevus is a rare lesion, it causes significant deformity and carries a risk of malignant degeneration. Different surgical techniques for the lesion removal are described, including serial resection, resection with skin grafting, and resection and coverage with expanded skin flap (skin expanders). The aim of this study is to report the author's 40 years of experience with cases requiring at least 4 serial excisions to complete the treatment. Serial resection is an effective, safe, and simple technique that requires a lot of patience. Treatment often results in a single linear scar, requires no donor sites, nor large flaps. It is not subject to potencial complications of expanders and avoid aesthetic deformities depending on the location.
INTRODUCTION
Large/giant congenital melanocytic nevus (GCMN) is generally defined as melanocytic lesions present at birth that reach at least 20cm in diameter in adulthood. 1, 2 The risk of malignant degeneration (melanoma), the difficulty of clinical follow-up, and the major psychosocial impact on patients and family members due to the often unsightly appearance often lead us to opt for resection of lesions. 3 Some surgical options described for GCMN treatment include serial resection, skin grafts, and the use of tissue expanders. 2, 4 The use of large grafts or tissue expanders is a common choice when more than three stages are required for resection. 4, 5 Expander treatment, however, may take 3-6 months depending on the area to be reconstructed.
During this period, the expander generates an uncomfortable and unsightly protuberance, and requires multiple injections for expansion. 2, 5, 6 The objective of this report is to share the author's experience with serial excisions even when more than three stages were necessary to treat GCMN.
CASE REPORTS
We describe the author's 40 years of experience with serial excision of GCMN that requires at least four steps to a complete removal. by sufficient time to allow relaxation of the tissue and the maturation of the scar, which usually takes 3-6 months. In the present study, longer intervals were required due to the difficulty of getting an appointment under the public health system.
In order to minimize the final length of the scar, all apices of the ellipses should be positioned within the lesion before the final excision. 7 Intralesional excision is particularly important for pigmented lesions since it prevents pigmented cells of the nevus from being transported by the suture to the normal skin. 8 More than 30 lesions were removed using this technique in both children only a few months old and adults up to 65 years, with a predominance of pediatric patients. We treated lesions on the face, trunk, lower limbs, and upper limbs, with good cosmetic results, without complications, and with a high degree of satisfaction of patients and family members (Figures 2-6) . No dehiscence or infection was observed in any of the cases. Up to 11 steps were necessary in a patient. 7 Three patients had melanoma: two at the time of the first excision, both on the face, and another in the third operative section, when a nodule appeared on the scalp.
DISCUSSION
Congenital melanocytic nevi (CMN) is a risk factor for the development of melanoma. However, the actual incidence of malignancy is still controversial. In a systematic review, the incidence of melanoma in the studies ranged from 0.05-10.7%. 9 Data from these studies revealed that 0.7% developed melanoma, with an average age of 15.5 years. The risk of developing melanoma depends largely on the nevus size, with a 2.5%-incidence in cases of GCMN, and about three-thirds of melanomas occurring in nevi with more than 40cm. 67% of cases revealed primary melanoma within the nevus; 14%, metastatic melanoma with unknown primary site; and 8%, extracutaneous melanoma. 9 Although surgery does not reduce the risk of extracutaneous melanoma, removal of melanocytic cells appears to reduce the risk of developing melanoma within the lesion.
3.9
Serial excision is an effective strategy for the treatment of congenital melanocytic nevus and shows advantages when compared to other surgical techniques. The technique is simple, procedure time is short, and, in most cases, surgery can be performed without hospitalization. Better patient tolerance is observed. Recovery is rapid with Under this technique, the detached tissue is advanced and cut perpendicularly until it reaches the incision line of the lesion without tension, thereby, delimiting the amount of tissue that can be removed to close with primary suturing. In this case, because it was a large lesion, more than one splitting was necessary; D: result after resection of advanced tissue and suture If dehiscence or infection occurs in skin grafts or tissue expanders, the consequences can be significantly more problematic. Although studies describe a complication rate of 4% in serial excision, no complications were reported in our experience. 4 Complication rates with expanders, however, range from 13%-20%, such as pain during the expansion, poor positioning, extrusion, and infection. 5.10 Even if the complete removal of the nevus with multiple resections is not often possible, the best aesthetic result and the psychosocial impact justify the choice of this technique. The end result 
